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Why does learning at work matter?



~6 years ago

Oculus was virtually unknown and 
mainstream VR was a dream

10 years ago

Releasing features monthly was 
considered “moving fast”

15 years ago

iOS and Android didn’t exist, rich 
mobile experiences felt exotic

…rise of social media, emerging markets on the Internet, evolution of digital privacy/security…

We learn to keep up with an evolving world



We’re living in a VUCA world

Volatility Constantly evolving

Uncertainty Unpredictable

Complexity Difficult to understand

Ambiguity Meaning unclear



Ownership of land and ability to 

use land to produce goods

Ownership of capital and ability to 

use capital to produce goods

Ownership of knowledge and ability 

to use knowledge to produce goods

Agricultural Industrial Knowledge

VUCA uniquely affects knowledge work



Companies evolve continuously 
to remain competitive and keep 
up with the pace of innovation

Employees must learn 
continuously as employers adopt 

new strategies, tech, and best 
practices 



In a VUCA world, teams that 
learn well, perform well



74% more likely to know 

where they want to go in 

their career

48% more likely to have 

found purpose in their 

work

47% less likely to be 

stressed at work

Heavy Learners (5+ hours) vs Light Learners (<1 hour)

Learning is a great use of time

Source: LinkedIn Workplace Learning Report

Stress Sense of Purpose Career Direction



Why is learning at work challenging?



Want to learn using spare time at work

74%

People are struggling to 
make time

Source: LinkedIn Workplace Learning Report

Would stay at a company longer if it invested in 
their career

94%

#1 reason employees feel held back from 
developing is a lack of time to focus on growth



Of companies have trouble engaging their 
employees in learning programs

70%

Companies are 
struggling to engage 
employees

Source: PageUp Research

Of employees invest in their own work-related 
learning

75%

Employees spend up to 5x more time on self-
directed learning than company sponsored 
learning





Of employees under 40 want social learning 
experiences

70%

Social learning?

Source: LinkedIn & PageUp Research

Of all employees say sharing knowledge is a 
critical part of the learning experience

87%

Of companies are investing in social learning

34%



Social Learning?



Dev Ops Research and Assessment Team

Product, process, leadership, culture, and more

Largest devops study - 31k+ survey responses

Identify best practices Elite performers rely upon

Part of Google Cloud as of Dec 2018



“…groups that share common interests in tooling, 

language, or methodologies are fostered within an 

organization to share knowledge and expertise with 

each other, across teams, and around the 

organization”

Communities of Practice are…

"High performers favor strategies that create 

community structures at both low and high levels in 

the organization, likely making them more sustainable 

and resilient to reorgs and product changes. The top 

two strategies employed are Communities of Practice

and Grassroots"

Best Ways to Propagate Best Practices





History of Communities of Practice

Social Anthropology PhD
Cognitive Anthropologist

Jean Lave

Computer Science PhD
Educational Theorist

Étienne Wenger



Apprenticeships for tailors 

perfecting their craft

Liberian Tailors

Midwives learning prenatal 

care

Yucatec Mayan Midwives

Quartermasters learning how 

to navigate

US Navy Quartermasters

History of Communities of Practice



“…groups that share common interests in tooling, 

language, or methodologies are fostered within an 

organization to share knowledge and expertise with 

each other, across teams, and around the 

organization”

Communities of Practice are…

"High performers favor strategies that create 

community structures at both low and high levels in 

the organization, likely making them more sustainable 

and resilient to reorgs and product changes. The top 

two strategies employed are Communities of Practice

and Grassroots"

Best Ways to Propagate Best Practices



How CoPs differ from other groups

Purpose Membership Held together by Duration

CoPs
Personal growth and 

building expertise
Members self-select based 

on interest
Shared passion and 

commitment
As long as there’s interest

Working Group
Deliver a product or 

service
Report to group’s manager

Job requirements and 
common goals

Until the next 
reorganization

Project Team Accomplish a specific task
Assigned by senior 

management
Project’s milestones and 

goals
Until the project has been 

completed

Professional Network
Collect and pass on 

business info
Friends and business 

acquaintances
Mutual needs

As long as people have a 
reason to connect



You already have 
Communities of Practice!



Why must we nurture CoPs?

“Although communities of practice are fundamentally 

informal and self-organizing, they benefit from 

cultivation. Like gardens, they respond to attention that 

respects their nature. You can’t tug on a cornstalk to 

make it grow faster or taller, and you shouldn’t yank a 

marigold out of the ground to see if it has roots. You 

can, however, till the soil, pull out weeds, add water 

during dry spells, and ensure that your plants have the 

proper nutrients.”

- Etienne Wenger



Growing Your Learning Culture



• Group of people with shared interests

• Focused on Learning Priorities set by managers

• Learning sprints every 2-3 weeks

• Reading assignments + exercises

• Presentation and open discussion

M T W T F

Work Work Work Work
Meeting + 

Presentation

Work Work Work Work
Reading + 
Practice

Example Sprint

CoP 1: Learning Guilds



01
Hiring Needs

e.g. Greater need for leadership

02
Technical Strategy and Industry Trends

e.g. Transition to new architecture

03
Product Performance and Quality

e.g. Production reliability and code quality

04
Feedback channels

e.g. Engagement surveys, 1:1s, perf reviews

What gaps and weaknesses do we want to turn into strengths and core competencies?

Learning Guilds: Setting Learning Priorities



Guild Formation

Learning Guilds are formed 

around the learning priorities. 

Engineers less focused on learning 

priorities can also choose a 

project.

Learning Priorities

Engineering Managers use 

company strategy , engagement 

surveys, and other inputs to set 

learning priorities

Learning Sprints

Guilds proceed to explore a topic 

or work on a project

for several months

Measure Value

Use surveys and other inputs to 

understand impact and plan 

program enhancements 

Learning Guilds: Bigger Picture

~3-6 months per cycle



• Small group projects

• Formed around individual interests

• Forward progress Friday afternoons

• Backlog comprised of low-priority tasks

• Self-directed learning

M T W T F

Work Work Work Work Hack

Work Work Work Work Hack

Example Sprint

CoP 2: Project Guilds



01
Product Experiments

e.g. User flow tweaks to boost engagement

02
Internal Tooling Improvements

e.g. Dev environment enhancements

03
Refactors and Product Health

e.g. Unreliable code paths and messy code

04
Risky Projects

e.g. Explore introduce new tech or products

Given infinite time, what additional work would we prioritize? 
What impactful projects are unlikely to be prioritized by any existing team?

Project Guilds: Constructing the Backlog



Team Formation

Engineers choose projects based 

on what they’re most excited to 

learn or what they’re passionate 

about working on.

Backlog Construction

PMs, managers, and engineers 

add project to the shared backlog. 

Anything with biz impact is fair 

game.

Learning Sprints

Teams make forward progress 

Friday afternoons. People share 

status updates and seek support 

during weekly standup.

Ship and Demo

Teams demo their work. The org 

increasingly sees Project Guilds as 

an effective tool for shipping 

value and learning.

Project Guilds: Bigger Picture

~3-6 months per cycle



Leadership Guild

A group of company 
leaders spent several 
weeks studying and 
practicing emotional 
intelligence, which led to 
tangible changes in 
relationships at work and 
home for every 
participant.

Delivery Guild

Members of a product 
development team spent 
months studying software 
delivery best practices. 
Later they used their 
learnings to start aligning 
the entire staff on a new 
system for measuring 
velocity.

Project Guild

Engineers on an 
infrastructure team began 
to explore using service 
mesh as part of a 
fundamental rethink of 
their technology stack’s 
communication layer.



Measuring Guild 
Value

Questions

On a 5-point scale

• How effective was the presenter?

• Knowledge you can use immediately?

• Knowledge you can use eventually?

Health Metric

• Goodness Index - % of 4+ ratings



Wenger’s Value Creation Framework

Immediate value Value gained from participating in social learning

e.g. I grew relationships with people I don’t normally interact with

Potential value Knowledge that you can use to produce value later

e.g. I learned about organizing my brainstorms using opportunity solution trees

Applied value Changes in the way you work

e.g. I started using opportunity solution trees to prioritize feature ideas

Realized value Tangible changes in performance

e.g. I changed the way I communicate product updates, which increased clarity

Transformative value Redefining what is means to be successful

e.g. We changed the way we measure team health



Measuring Value: Other observations

1. Greater team cohesion

2. Greater recognition of internal experts, especially 

introverts

3. Learning at every level of seniority

4. Greater understanding of how to use learning as a 

tool to do better work

5. Less stress, greater sense of purpose



• People are struggling to make time for personal 

growth

• Companies are struggling to engage employees 

in learning programs

• People want social learning experiences at 

work

• Communities of Practice are engaging and 

effective

Give it a try!



Questions?


